
POINT OF VIEW

GAVS – Customer Experience Desk
Whether customers are waiting in line for a cup of co�ee or getting their gadgets �xed, the most compelling reason for 

them to remain in the queue is how fast the line is moving. A slow paced service or customer help desk is a big turn o� for 

anyone. 
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Especially in an IT Business environment, Gartner research shows that a good number of consumers have said they would 

go to a competitor for purchases due to poor customer experience. And if businesses want to appeal to the Millennial 

generation who are constantly channel switching – move from tabs to laptops to phones in hours – the service desk should 

be able to cater to their channel hops.

Having a negative customer experience is bad enough, but not recognizing and acting on this concern is even worse. 

Fortunately, Next-gen service desks are just what companies like GAVS have in place. They are now more inclined towards 

�xing the customer issues through a network of self-healing and alerting customers with the help of predictive analytics.

Expensive human support makes it cumbersome for traditional IT helpdesks in organizations to resolve the various IT 

related issues that customers face. IT helpdesk have long since moved from L1 and L2 standing by to �x desktops, being 

called for recovering passwords or servicing outages. 

Customer experience is the ultimate factor driving enterprises and businesses in today’s fast paced and connected world. 

Internet of Things (IoT) is recognized as the ‘third great wave of computing’ which is changing the way life works. As more 

devices are being able to connect with other devices and people, they are moving towards a future where most things (if 

not everything) would be connected. 

Today, as technology progresses customers demand enhanced pre-emptive services. The connected IoT landscape is 

changing customer service perception and transforming IT helpdesk into a single service for the entire scale of 

connectivity. Customers now want service desks to keep their home appliances and associated networks connected.  

For instance, a microwave oven at home would self-diagnose problems and notify the manufacturer on what component 

needs changing, or say a patient’s vital signal monitor is failing, the device could send a service request to the technical 

team. 

They are talking about service desks that turn into business relations management and a source for creating awareness of 

latest IT o�erings / services. This shifting customer insight calls for a cultural and attitude change in the business thinking 

for leveraging the Next-gen customer service desk. It requires a shift from telephone, email, chat, self-service, social medial, 

video support and so on to the next-gen support. 

Next-gen service desks liberate customer experiences

Service desks are setting high standards as the most e�cient communicators in organizations through their 

comprehensive access and sophisticated knowledge repositories gained through digital analytics. Customer feedback and 

sentiments are driving service desks to focus on reducing incident numbers and eventually getting to zero error (errors 

caught out before they impact service), and with the proli�c IoT, the complexity of service desk will not stop at just �xing 

hardware issues, but the main task of keeping businesses connected. 

Stepping stones for Next-gen service desks
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Gartner report says that: By 2018, 50% of large organizations will have IT walk-up services, up from fewer than 25% today. 

Organizations today strive for new customer acquisition and retention. Helpdesk specialists at walk-up centers are the new 

face of customer relationships. 

Walk-up support for mobile users are prominent areas where next-gen services can bene�t the most. Through their trained 

customer expertise, they o�er better help desk support with enhanced o�erings like device provisioning. They also work 

towards improved end user engagement as well as guiding users on how to deal with a lot of technical challenges. 

Research proves that healthcare and higher education institutions have been particularly e�ective with walk-up centers 

also. Here customers are assured of assistance as soon as they walk in to the service center. 

However, challenges like setting a walk-up site in small areas as they would not have the requisite foot tra�c, investing in 

spaces, recruiting people for the centers and other �scal implications makes it �nancially not viable. Plus, businesses cannot 

determine a center’s success unless a service ticket is raised. 

The focus is more on developing a single platform for customer retention and towards a built-in customer service where 

more devices are going to be connected.

Adding a personal �avor for the service desks make customers comfortable to discuss their concerns online. They are 

spared the frustration of waiting or put on hold, as the helpdesk experts are available online with prior appointments. It 

saves on their time as they can schedule their video chat based on their convenience and needs.

Video chats – A personal touch for customers

Next-gen service desk would cannibalize IT helpdesk service for the functions it is known for today. But it doesn’t 

necessarily mean that traditional IT helpdesks are moving out of the picture. Instead, the next-gen service desks will 

complement and evolve along with the original. 

IT helpdesks and the Internet of Things (IoT) are the future with Next-gen customer experience bridging industries, 

customers and businesses together. Helpdesk specialists would be future assets for Talent Acquisition teams to target with 

cool employee bene�ts and perks! 

Parting thoughts
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IT walk-up services – Apt solution for next-gen service desks 




